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E N T E R P R I S E  H O S T I N G



ENTERPRISE 
HOSTING
For over 14 years we have been 
building & serving websites for our 
clients, in that time we have seen 
the web evolve from simple static 
pages to full-featured business-
critical user experiences and 
applications. 

We love pushing boundaries and pride 
ourselves on creating websites that take 
advantage of the latest & greatest technologies 
to put you ahead.
 
As websites grow and businesses become ever 
more dependent on their online presence, it’s 
only right that the platform used to host this is 
built to reflect that.

Atelier One, our new fully-managed 
enterprise hosting has been introduced to 
meet the demands of a modern day website, 
and give your online business the speed, 
reliability and security it deserves.

Atelier One packages give your website 
dedicated resources and can not be slowed 
down or affected by anybody else on the server 
like a normal shared platform. The servers have 
been built with enterprise-grade hardware and 
connected to top Tier-1 bandwidth within the 
UK for optimal performance.
 
As well as providing a solid platform, you’ll get 
priority proactive support from the Atelier you 
know and love including regular security audits, 
back-ups and more.
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v12.73c-2.837,0.496-5.682,0.942-8.534,1.338v-14.068c0-5.12-3.413-8.533-8.533-8.533s-8.533,3.413-8.533,8.533v15.838     
c-2.842,0.196-5.687,0.343-8.534,0.441v-16.279c0-5.12-3.413-8.533-8.533-8.533s-8.533,3.413-8.533,8.533v16.279     c-2.847-
0.098-5.692-0.245-8.534-0.c0-5.12-3.413-8.533-8.533-8.533c-5.12,0-8.533,3.413-8.533,8.533v14.068     c-2.852-0.396-
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M108.226,86.039     c3.413,7.68,4.267,14.507,2.56,22.187l-2.56,9.387l9.387,1.707c5.974,0.854,11.094,4.267,14.507,9.387     c2.
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86.894C102.369,77.667,105.711,81.848,108.226,86.039z M16.067,255     c0-26.519,4.384-52.062,12.453-75.948c0.11
4,0,0.235,0.001,0.347,0.001h83.626c18.774,0,34.987-11.946,39.254-29.013     c2.56-11.093,0.853-21.333-5.12-30.72c-
4.267-6.827-11.093-11.947-17.92-14.507c0.854-8.533-1.706-17.067-5.973-25.6     c-2.992-5.485-7.154-10.38-11.966-
14.359c37.608-28.637,83.868-46.413,134.004-48.552c-5.042,23.776-19.283,65.605-44.384,77.417     c-3.727,1.491-
5.5,4.284-5.32,7.81c-0.308,0.787-0.536,1.6-0.655,2.432l-16.213,54.613c0,0.644,0,1.287,0.027,1.931     
c-0.012,0.208-0.026,0.414-0.026,0.628v34.134h-42.667c-5.12,0-8.533,3.413-8.533,8.533v238.93
4c0,5.12,3.413,8.533,8.533,8.533     h34.134v26.808C80.073,443.536,16.067,356.386,16.067,255z M340.334,478.075v-
26.808h34.133c5.12,0,8.533-3.414,8.532-8.534     V203.8c0-5.12-3.413-8.533-8.533-8.533h-42.667v-32.509c0.41-
1.394,0.465-2.788,0-4.183l-16.213-53.76     c-0.194-0.778-0.451-1.53-0.751-2.258c0.473-3.31-1.99-7.221-5.222-
8.837c-27.139-12.576-39.899-57.494-44.259-77.413     C392.012,21.778,493.933,127.057,493.933,255C493.933,356.386,429.9
27,443.535,340.334,478.075z” fill=”#FFFFFF”/>
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BUSINESS GRADE WEB HOSTING

Our packages reside on state-of-the-art servers with resources dedicated 
just for you. We couple our enterprise hosting with our best support and 

maintenance packages yet for the complete enterprise service. 

BRITISH SERVERS
Being closer to your vis itors 
means faster loading t imes 
often result ing in increased 

conversions and search 
rankings.  We love Brit ish 

business! 

SSD STORAGE
Our servers contain 

100% SSD disks to del iver 
unrival led performance 
-  especial ly  useful  for 

resource thirsty CMS. We 
operate the fastest ,  most 

rel iable enterprise setups.

SSL CERTIFICATE
Having an SSL cert if icate 

is  proof to your customers 
that you take their  security 

seriously.  Al l  information 
between your customers 

and the server wi l l  be 
encrypted in transit .

GIGE SPEEDS
Fusing together a GigE 

connection to uncongested 
UK top t ier connections,  we 

can del iver your website 
at  seriously fast speeds - 

without the bl ips.

6-HOUR BACKUPS
Ran into a problem and need 

to restore? Rol l  back with 
backups every 6 hours,  with 
6 months worth of restore 

points.  Idera continuous data 
protection is  as standard on 

al l  plans.

DDOS PROTECTION
Our UK network is  protected 

by Arbor Peakflow technology 
stopping DDoS and malic ious 

attacks at our edge routers 
del ivering continuous 

protection from emerging 
threats.

SECURITY AUDITS
Regular security audits 

protect your website from 
common security threats 

such as out of date software 
and incorrect configuration.

PROACTIVE SUPPORT
Constant monitoring and 

regular scans means most 
problems are identif ied and 
resolved before they cause 

any disruption.
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FEATURES

ATELIER ONE

ENTRY
ATELIER ONE

GROW
ATELIER ONE

PLUS

Fastest SSD Disk (RAID 10) 2GB 10GB Custom

Premium UK Bandwidth 100GB 100GB Custom

Memory Limit 384MB 1GB 2GB

CPU usage Variable (1 Core) Dedicated 2.67Ghz (1 Core) Dedicated 2.67Ghz (1 Core)

Email Accounts Unmetered Unmetered Unmetered

MySQL Databases Unmetered Unmetered Unmetered

Full SSL Certificate   

Dedicated IPv4   

Dell Enterprise Servers   

CloudFlare Support Annual  

Security Audit Annual Quarterly Quarterly

Backups Weekly Every 6 Hours Every 6 Hours

Priority Support   

£299/y
+ VAT

£599/y
+ VAT

LET’S TALK

PRICING OPTIONS

You can upgrade our enterprise hosting plans at any time to ensure 
you don’t pay for any more than you require. Our team will be able to 

advise based on  your unique requirements.
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<!-- Generator: Adobe Illustrator 19.0.0, SVG Export Plug-In . SVG Version: 6.00 Build 0)  -->
<svg xmlns=”http://www.w3.org/2000/svg” xmlns:xlink=”http://www.w3.org/1999/xlink” version=”1.1” id=”Layer_1” 
x=”0px” y=”0px” viewBox=”0 0 512 512” style=”enable-background:new 0 0 512 512;” xml:space=”preserve” width=”512px” 
height=”512px”>
<g transform=”translate(1 1)”>
 <g>
  <g>
   <path d=”M255,220.867c-56.319,0-102.399,46.079-102.4,102.398c0,0.001,0,0.001,0,0.00
2s0,0.001,0,0.002     c0.001,56.319,46.081,102.398,102.4,102.398c56.32,0,102.4-46.08,102.4-102.4C357.4,266.947,311.32,220.
867,255,220.867z      M263.533,408.169v-8.102c0-5.12-3.413-8.533-8.533-8.533s-8.533,3.413-8.533,8.533v8.102     c-40.157-
4.035-72.334-36.212-76.369-76.37h8.102c5.12,0,8.533-3.413,8.533-8.533s-3.413-8.533-8.533-8.533h-8.103     c4.034-
40.158,36.212-72.336,76.37-76.371v8.104c0,5.12,3.413,8.533,8.533,8.533s8.533-3.413,8.533-8.533v-8.104     c40.158,4.035,72
.335,36.213,76.37,76.371H331.8c-5.12,0-8.533,3.413-8.533,8.533s3.413,8.533,8.533,8.533h8.103     C335.868,371.958,303.69
1,404.135,263.533,408.169z” fill=”#FFFFFF”/>
   <path d=”M263.533,336.92V280.6c0-5.12-3.413-8.533-8.533-8.533c-5.12,0-8.533,3.413-
8.533,8.533v59.734     c0,2.56,0.853,4.266,2.56,5.973l34.133,34.133c1.706,1.707,3.413,2.56,5.973,2.56s4.267-0.853,5.973-2.56     
c3.413-3.414,3.413-8.534,0-11.947L263.533,336.92z” fill=”#FFFFFF”/>
   <path d=”M511,255C511,114.2,395.8-1,255-1C194.599-1,138.921,20.214,95.015,55.541l-0.441-
0.221l-4.267,3.413     c-34.134,29.013-60.587,66.56-75.947,107.52l-3.413,9.387l0.678,0.185C3.445,200.785-1,227.397-1,255     
c0,110.914,71.494,205.925,170.667,241.269v0.224l3.279,0.937c8.636,2.945,17.481,5.424,26.497,7.439     c1.2
38,0.652,2.707,1.011,4.357,1.011c0.086,0,0.167-0.011,0.251-0.013c2.927,0.597,5.876,1.13,8.837,1.625     c0.77
8,0.131,1.555,0.266,2.335,0.39c0.803,0.127,1.609,0.245,2.415,0.364c1.289,0.192,2.581,0.374,3.874,0.546     c0.
57,0.075,1.14,0.151,1.711,0.223c1.782,0.224,3.567,0.431,5.356,0.617c0.145,0.015,0.29,0.033,0.435,0.048     c2.
091,0.214,4.187,0.401,6.288,0.563c0.12,0.009,0.24,0.016,0.36,0.025c1.855,0.14,3.714,0.257,5.577,0.356     c0.4
96,0.027,0.992,0.05,1.488,0.073c1.545,0.073,3.092,0.132,4.642,0.178c0.535,0.016,1.07,0.035,1.606,0.047     C2
50.98,510.969,252.987,511,255,511s4.02-0.031,6.024-0.077c0.536-0.013,1.071-0.031,1.606-0.047     c1.55-
0.046,3.098-0.105,4.642-0.178c0.496-0.024,0.993-0.047,1.488-0.073c1.863-0.099,3.723-0.216,5.577-0.356     c0.12-
0.009,0.24-0.016,0.359-0.025c2.101-0.162,4.198-0.349,6.289-0.563c0.145-0.015,0.289-0.033,0.435-0.048     
c1.789-0.186,3.575-0.393,5.357-0.617c0.571-0.071,1.14-0.147,1.709-0.223c1.294-0.172,2.586-0.354,3.876-0.546     c0.805-
0.119,1.61-0.237,2.412-0.364c0.782-0.124,1.561-0.259,2.341-0.391c2.956-0.495,5.9-1.026,8.821-1.622     c0.088,0.002,0.1
73,0.011,0.262,0.011c1.407,0,2.679-0.331,3.793-0.887c9.209-2.036,18.242-4.556,27.057-7.562l3.284-0.939     v-0.224C43
9.507,460.925,511,365.914,511,255z M314.733,485.985v-9.118c0-5.12-3.413-8.533-8.533-8.533s-8.533,3.413-8.533,8.533     
v12.73c-2.837,0.496-5.682,0.942-8.534,1.338v-14.068c0-5.12-3.413-8.533-8.533-8.533s-8.533,3.413-8.533,8.533v15.838     
c-2.842,0.196-5.687,0.343-8.534,0.441v-16.279c0-5.12-3.413-8.533-8.533-8.533s-8.533,3.413-8.533,8.533v16.279     c-2.847-
0.098-5.692-0.245-8.534-0.441v-15.838c0-5.12-3.413-8.533-8.533-8.533c-5.12,0-8.533,3.413-8.533,8.533v14.068     c-2.852-
0.396-5.697-0.842-8.534-1.338v-12.73c0-5.12-3.413-8.533-8.533-8.533s-8.533,3.413-8.533,8.533v9.118     c-2.857-0.712-
5.703-1.476-8.534-2.292v-32.426h136.533v32.426C320.435,484.51,317.59,485.273,314.733,485.985z M169.667,434.2     h-
25.6V212.333h42.666h136.534h42.667V434.2h-25.6H169.667z M280.6,195.267v-8.534c0-5.12-3.413-8.533-8.533-8.533     
s-8.533,3.413-8.533,8.533v8.534h-17.068v-8.534c0-5.12-3.413-8.533-8.533-8.533s-8.533,3.413-8.533,8.533v8.534h-
34.133v-25.6     h119.467v25.6H280.6z M297.666,152.6v-17.066c0-5.12-3.413-8.533-8.533-8.533s-8.533,3.413-
8.533,8.533V152.6h-17.067v-17.066     c0-5.12-3.413-8.533-8.533-8.533s-8.533,3.413-8.533,8.533V152.6H229.4v-
17.066c0-5.12-3.413-8.533-8.533-8.533     s-8.533,3.413-8.533,8.533V152.6h-14.507l12.8-42.667h87.893l12.8,42.667H29
7.666z M228.547,92.867     c12.8-14.507,21.333-33.28,26.453-49.494c5.12,16.214,13.653,34.987,26.454,49.494H228.547z 
M108.226,86.039     c3.413,7.68,4.267,14.507,2.56,22.187l-2.56,9.387l9.387,1.707c5.974,0.854,11.094,4.267,14.507,9.387     c2.
56,5.12,4.267,11.094,2.56,17.067c-1.707,9.386-11.094,16.213-22.187,16.213H35.026     c14.295-33.546,36.065-63.214,63.182-
86.894C102.369,77.667,105.711,81.848,108.226,86.039z M16.067,255     c0-26.519,4.384-52.062,12.453-75.948c0.11
4,0,0.235,0.001,0.347,0.001h83.626c18.774,0,34.987-11.946,39.254-29.013     c2.56-11.093,0.853-21.333-5.12-30.72c-
4.267-6.827-11.093-11.947-17.92-14.507c0.854-8.533-1.706-17.067-5.973-25.6     c-2.992-5.485-7.154-10.38-11.966-
14.359c37.608-28.637,83.868-46.413,134.004-48.552c-5.042,23.776-19.283,65.605-44.384,77.417     c-3.727,1.491-
5.5,4.284-5.32,7.81c-0.308,0.787-0.536,1.6-0.655,2.432l-16.213,54.613c0,0.644,0,1.287,0.027,1.931     
c-0.012,0.208-0.026,0.414-0.026,0.628v34.134h-42.667c-5.12,0-8.533,3.413-8.533,8.533v238.93
4c0,5.12,3.413,8.533,8.533,8.533     h34.134v26.808C80.073,443.536,16.067,356.386,16.067,255z M340.334,478.075v-
26.808h34.133c5.12,0,8.533-3.414,8.532-8.534     V203.8c0-5.12-3.413-8.533-8.533-8.533h-42.667v-32.509c0.41-
1.394,0.465-2.788,0-4.183l-16.213-53.76     c-0.194-0.778-0.451-1.53-0.751-2.258c0.473-3.31-1.99-7.221-5.222-
8.837c-27.139-12.576-39.899-57.494-44.259-77.413     C392.012,21.778,493.933,127.057,493.933,255C493.933,356.386,429.9
27,443.535,340.334,478.075z” fill=”#FFFFFF”/>
  </g>

WHY UPGRADE?

Our clients websites are often business critical systems and points of 
contact. Excellent hosting is an investment that comes with a variety of 

benefits for you and your customers.

ENHANCED SECURITY

All of our packages come with domain level SSL certificates and modern TLS 
encryption as standard. This means that your customers data is secured between 
them and your website, your visitors browsers will show that your website is secure to 
increase trust and Google now uses this security as a ranking factor. Couple this with 
our regular security audits and you can rest assured we’ve got you covered.

SEO BENEFITS

Google’s considerations include website security (SSL certificates), loading times, 
server location and uptime/downtime when it comes to choosing where to rank 
websites. Top quality hosting should be a major part of your search engine 
optimisation strategy.

FAST LOAD TIMES

More than 83% of people expect a web page to load in 3 seconds or less and 
decreasing load time from 8 seconds to 2 seconds could increase your conversion 
rate by 72%. Super fast SSD disk space and a top-tier UK bandwidth connection is the 
perfect recipe for a blazing fast website.
(Source: hostingfacts.com)

RELIABLE UPTIME

Our servers are low-contingency, which means that we don’t overload and hope 
everybody copes with shared resources. Each of our packages get dedicated 
resources that are available 24x7. Never again will your website be knocked offline 
by a bad neighbour. On the rare occasion a hardware issue does occur, our proactive 
monitoring means it is often caught early with very little disruption.

PREMIUM SUPPORT

Customers on Atelier One hosting benefit from our best support offering yet. We 
take proactive steps to catch problems before they happen including security audits, 
website updates and health checks. In the unlikeley event of an issue, we’re on 
standby to assist with whatever it takes to keep your website running smoothly.



FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

CAN I UPGRADE MY PACKAGE AT ANY TIME?
Yes! Pay as you grow with our flexible packages or speak to us if you require 

something a bit more bespoke.

WILL YOU MIGRATE MY ACCOUNT FOR ME?
We can migrate your site from your old host. This can be discussed on a case by 

case basis and a fee may be applied.

HOW MANY ACCOUNTS DO YOU HOST PER SERVER?
Typically, servers are limited to 10 accounts per CPU core. This guarantees you 

dedicated resources on servers that are never overloaded.

WHAT IS AN SSL CERTIFICATE?
An SSL certificate is a method of encryption that ensures all data sent between 

your users and your website is encrypted in transit. We use the latest TLS encryp-
tion methods. Show you take your customers security seriously with a padlock in 

the browser address bar.

HOW MANY EMAIL ACCOUNTS CAN I HAVE?
All our hosting packages include email hosting. Your email account quotas are 

taken out of your package disk space and data transfer. 

DO YOU PROVIDE FTP ACCESS?
Not by default. However, we can grant FTP access if required. We are not 

responsible for any downtime or data loss as a result of your use of the FTP.

CAN I PAY MONTHLY?
All hosting packages can only be paid on an annual basis.

WHAT IS INCLUDED IN THE SECURITY AUDIT?
The security audit is a check-up on your implenetation of security best practices as 
well as a comprehensive website scan. In the case of WordPress websites, it also 

includes core & plugin updates, virus scans and security tweaks.

WHERE CAN I FIND YOUR TERMS OF SERVICE?
You can view our hosting agreement here: 

http://support.atelierstudios.com/docs/hosting.pdf
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